Code Ocean is a centralized platform for the creation, sharing, publication, preservation
and reuse of executable code and data. Now, you can deliver a platform to your
researchers, faculty and students to work better and smarter; you can support the reuse and reproducibility of research as needed;
and you gain better insight to the totality of
research that is done at your institution.

A Single Environment
Give your researchers, faculty and students an umbrella of tools to save time and do their work in one place.
Using Code Ocean, they can create, collaborate on, share, execute, and publish computational code and data
from anywhere, with anyone. All work is contained in a compute capsule, which includes the computational code,
data, results and metadata. Using container technologies, code execution is agnostic to programming languages,
versions or operating systems. The compute capsule ensures that your researchers, faculty and students can then
run their algorithms and (re-)produce results any time — today, tomorrow and in the years ahead.
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Teaching and Learning
Use Code Ocean in teaching and learning. Faculty can set up a capsule on behalf of students, who can then
duplicate the capsule and start working individually or as part of a group. As a result, students save significant
time as they will not spend time downloading languages, configuring files and dependencies. Faculty will also have
insight into the student’s work and can see, for example, how much time a student spends in the capsule, runs and
reproduces the work.

Reproducibility and Re-use
With Code Ocean, the research community can readily reproduce and re-use computational code and data in
support of open science mandates. Once researchers are up and running, Code Ocean also speeds the time in
which research is produced and disseminated, so they can collaborate and iterate in near real-time.

Increased Citations
Code Oceans supports the minting of a DOI for each published compute capsule, which can be associated with the
published paper. As a result, researchers can be cited for more than just their article.

Institutional Stewardship
When you provide a centralized platform to your researchers, you gain much-needed stewardship over the totality
of the institution’s research output. This means you can readily collect computational code and data for inclusion in
the (institutional) repository, preserve it, and understand its impact through in-depth analytics.
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Enterprise Benefits
An institutional subscription offers the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premium benefits for researchers in your organization including private groups and priority support
Administrative dashboard where an administrator can manage users and groups
Institutional- and capsule-level metrics
Transfer of individual files of any published compute capsule to the institutional repository
Preservation of individual files of any published compute capsule to CLOCKSS (Controlled LOCKSS) archive
Single sign-on to the platform (SSO)
Onsite workshops and online training sessions

Publisher Integrations
Through Code Ocean’s many publisher partnerships, compute capsules may be automatically included with the
author’s manuscript submission. Examples of publisher partnerships include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cambridge University Press
Nature
IEEE
F1000
T&F
SPIE

•
•
•
•
•
•

De Gruyter
Cell Press
Elsevier
Gigascience (OUP)
AACR
BMJ
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